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However, the study did find significant and positive relationships between LLC and LMX and between LLC
and two of the three control variablesâ€”leader task-oriented behaviors and leader relationship-oriented
behaviors. To address this gap in the literature, a qualitative phenomenological study was conducted to answer
the question: How do followers empower leaders? Argyris' intervention theory, where effective and successful
interventions produce behavioral changes in people, and Kirton's adoption-innovation theory, where everyone
is located on a continuum that ranges from adaptiveness i. On the other hand, if people relate values to you,
which are at the heart of your philosophy, you get confirmation you are on the right path and achieving
success as a leader. Keywords: vocational calling, resilience, transcendent summons, purposeful work,
prosocial orientation Lincoln, Scott Christopher The Impact of Servant Leadership on Courageous
Followership and Supervisor-Related Commitment Scott Christopher Lincoln Abstract This study helped
determine the extent to which perceived servant leadership behaviors in an immediate supervisor encouraged
courageous followership behaviors and supervisor-related commitment in their subordinates. The behaviors
should reflect your leadership philosophy and highlight the core ideas in action. It was found that a positive
relationship existed between authentic leader and professional moral courage. Nevertheless, adequate
similarities exist within the themes and principles revealed towards spiritual and authentic leadership. With the
covariates age and tenure, H5 is supported when considering the significant differences between
transformational and authentic leadership and between transformational and transactional leadership. The
results indicated there were several similarities and differences between Foursquare leadership and leadership
described by Weber's theory and the five contemporary leadership theories. Moreover, the contemporary
leadership principles involved within the study included spiritual leadership and authentic leadership. The
identification of your past successes and failures during Step 1 will help with the last point. By having a
written statement, you are sure to have a reminder of the ideals you want to be pushing towards. Do leadership
styles differ in levels of job satisfaction among employees of nonprofit organizations? The relationship
between the dimensions of servant leadership and both the dimensions of courageous followership and
supervisor-related commitment were analyzed using multiple regression analysis moderated by the
organizational proximity to the supervisor and length of time spent with the supervisor. You need to pick each
value and examine how it would help inspire others and move you closer to your vision. Watley, Bruce E. No
previous study had examined the external validity of these findings. The members of LinkedIn social network
and the Association of Professional Futurists listserv who were working under a manager at least for three
years shaped the population of this study of which subordinates made the sample through snowball sampling
method. How do my values show in the way I communicate with my teams? Nonetheless, you need to
consider the behaviors and actions, which are in conflict with the objectives you want to achieve as a leader
and as an organization, and the behaviors, which are not sustainable in terms of your own values. Overall, the
idea behind publishing or sharing your leadership philosophy is all about feedback. Theoretical and practical
implications are addressed as well as limitations, delimitations, and direction for future research. However, the
knowledge gained from this seminal research created a foundation for which to build future research studies.
This relationship was expected to be moderated by organizational proximity to the leader and the length of
time working for that same supervisor. Guided by the purpose, I formulated research questions to determine
how TSL was experienced in a higher education program in China and how the experiences affected student
leadership development in terms of calling, character, chemistry, and competency. The study proposes to
advance the theory of leadership in general and servant leadership in particular in relation to enhancing the
understanding of the role of leadership in curbing corruption in organizations in diverse contexts. It is the role
of educational leadership in creating an environment that is effective. The methodology used was from the
work of Robbins a; b through socio-rhetorical criticism in an exegetical interpretation. You are
better-equipped to lead and to succeed in your leadership with a leadership philosophy due to three core
benefits: character, consistency and collaboration. In the future, researchers may pursue these topics as well
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the roles of women in other denominations. In order to assist you narrow down your thesis to a particular
topic, we have many suggestions on dissertation topics in educational leadership. Findings from the mixed
methodology provided rhetorical, historical, philosophical, political, and theological insights that were
subsequently analyzed through a construct of domains of influence with their resident cross-pressures and the
arena of cultural conflict with its participating agents. Additional studies are needed to further explore
spirituality to determine whether it can predict job satisfaction or burnout and whether spiritual experiences
can reverse the negative effects of the toxicity of policing and enhance the officers' overall well-being as
suggested by Travis  Sass Abstract The purpose of this research study was to explore whether or not a
significant correlation exists between learner autonomy and leader reserved behavior. This research added to
the understanding of TCI as a descriptive and prescriptive tool. Quinn and Cameron's Organizational Culture
Assessment Instrument measured the organizational cultural orientation of the unit.


